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The True Purpose of Healing 

By Maurice Barbanell 2015 

It is wonderful that we have been given the opportunity to go forth and spread the 

word. A lot of people get totally misunderstood; misunderstand the importance of the 

word of the teachings. The essence of the churches when they consider that they have 

done great work, it is through the power or the demonstration of healing. Not enough 

is concentrated upon the teachings and it is through the teachings and the awareness 

which comes from the teachings which enable each and every one of us to progress 

and purify our being, our aura. The healing which is a manifestation of the power of 

the Great Spirit is merely that. It is a demonstration of the power but it does not help 

in one iota your or their progress in purity and the ability to cleanse your aura. And yet 

so much emphasis is placed upon the healing rather than the teachings. People who 

go to the churches consider the greatest gift that they can have is the ability to heal. 

We have all seen that whenever we visit churches have we not? 

(All) Yes. 

But it does not help you as an individual. It makes your life on the Earth Plane a little 

bit more comfortable. It may be utilised to convince you or change your way of thinking 

so that you are then in a mindset to look towards the teachings, because unless you 

have the teachings you do not have the tools and the ability to move forward. You do 

not have the compunction to move forward. You say “I have been healed. Glory be to 

God” but then carry on living in exactly the same way as you did before. Whereas if 

you have been given the teachings and it changes your mental attitude, it changes the 

way you think, the way you behave, then the healing that has come over has been 

conducted upon your being, is far greater than any physical healing could ever be. 

Because your physical body is there for a relatively short period, an infinitely small 

period, but your being, your soul, is eternal and therefore if you can progress the purity 

within your being, the purity within your heart, the purity within your mind, your actions, 

your deeds, then the benefit extends far beyond the realms of the Earth Plane. It 

extends far beyond the realms of the astral sphere. It extends right up to the time and 

passed the time you enter the 7th plane.  



So never forget to put the healing of the physical body and the healing of your mind in 

true relationship. It is far more important to change your attitude than it is to have your 

physical body cured. And if you can truly change your attitude, you can truly make 

yourself a being of greater love, far greater than the requirement or the goal that you 

had set when you entered the Earth Plane, then the healing of the physical body will 

be axiomatic. It will happen automatically because you cannot have a truly pure heart 

contained within a rancid physical body. And even if the physical body may for all 

intents and purposes from the outside be perceived as being in pain, if you have 

purified your essence then that pain is an outward expression, not something which is 

felt within your being. You will not perceive that the pain and the discomfort are there.  

So purify your heart. Purify the way you treat and behave with your fellow man. If you 

do this my friends, your journey through the Earth Plane will be a success. In fact it 

will be an excess to supreme levels to the point where you might never have to 

reoccupy a physical body. Now would that not be a wonderful occurrence? 

Yes. 

Have your mental state of your being to such a position where there is no need to 

revisit the Earth Plane. Because after all why on earth would you want to come back 

here? So try your hardest my friends. Try and make it unnecessary for you to return 

to the Earth Plane and each and every one of you have that capacity within their being. 

So that's quite a goal to set yourself is it not?  

It certainly is. 

You have the ultimate reward and the ultimate reward is the fact that you don't have 

to come back! You have won the goal prize. And then the next goal prize would be 

that you have no need to ever utilise an astral body again. That is the next goal and 

that is achieved when you remove yourself from the 6th plane or you are removed from 

the 6th plane and are moved on to the 7th.  

But take the first step. Take the step where you can remove the necessity to come 

back to the Earth Plane. And each and every one of you can do that my friends. We 

can all make excuses. We can all make what we consider reasons for us not 

succeeding, but if you do not succeed the only person who is suffering is you yourself. 

So try my friends. It would give me immense happiness and pleasure if I can take each 

and every one of your hands and escort you directly to the 5th plane. 

Sometimes not as comfortably as you would like but you will always have the capacity 

providing you do not put restraints and mental blocks in the way.  
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